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THE THREE MAN LIFT 

Bjorn Ephgrave 

 

There was a cold clacking against my balls, followed by a wet slapping on my torso. My face 

was then splattered with an oily, sticky goo. Once they released me from the human vice, I 

shot up to see twenty men laughing at me. 

 Earlier on, the builders were telling the other trades, over coffee and bacon butties, 

that Ray could lift three men, one-handed, at the same time. Four gangs made up the job; the 

builders, ceiling contractors, floor-layers and the painters. I was the painters’ lad. We were 

fitting out a new Body Shop inside Whiteleys of Bayswater. 

How it was achieved, they went on to explain, was as follows; three men would lie 

down, linking onto each other, and Ray would pick up the bloke in the centre with one hand. 

I had my doubts, but there was no doubting the size of his forearms - they were like 10 lb legs 

of lamb! The outcome was that he would demonstrate this feat of strength later on and they 

needed a lad to be in the middle. My boss, Gary, volunteered me. I was game. 

 Once the tools were down, we all congregated in the centre of the shop. Two of the 

builders lay on the floor with me in-between them. They locked their arms and legs into 

mine. It was compact and tight. Really tight.  

Ray stood over me and seized my belt. He didn’t lift up, he pulled down. First my 

jeans, then my boxers. My t-shirt was ripped away easily. Struggling was pointless, I was 

clamped in. As Ray moved aside, I could see his tag-team partner – Gary, the shithouse, with 

what looked like an 8-inch in his hand. As I clenched up, he launched the paint-filled brush 

into my nuts. 

It’s not easy to remove green vinyl silk once it’s congealed into your pubes. When I 

got back to the digs I tried sliding it off one strand at a time. That was never going to work, 

so I shaved the lot - using Gary’s Mach III. 

 

 


